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I Peter Gottwald, owner and author of the website (www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/) or  
publicator information letter. I declare that my interests are lines for world peace, security, while  
stability of world politics, army, justice, law and international values, freedom and the common  
benefit for every movement, nation, country, or society and people.

Therefore illustrate my proposal to create a new international system for first- and international  
security  policy.  System  to  be  maintained,  therefore,  that  each  country's  government  could  be  
sufficiently politically able to cooperate in the International Democratic Union, the equivalence  
policy which undertake to recognize logical and natural rights for security and international truce  
stability, freedom and internallity of nations and their security.

My suggestion is a new system that stops any possibility of abusing the political rights of other  
countries' governments therefore to be able to attack other territories form of terrorism is damaging  
and destroying. Therefore, must never fails and is abusing its political value that could threaten  
another  country's  government  and  its  stability,  because  of  the  commercial  expansion,  market  
competition,  inconsistencies  and  legal  certainty  resistance  against  other  terorismum  or  other  
similar steps that are no longer in the history of world politics He played the part of many other  
countries around the world!

Therefore, it is my goal to create a new Security Council which will be based on legal values and 
System Options that surpasses the political values of the UN Security Council and the political or  
security  options  and  discriminated  system  of  rights  and  oppression  UN  General  Assembly.
It moznsot to create a new world system already on, always secure the peace, the world of security  
and order, always with immediate response and the strong value, without the possibility of losing  
legal party, confidently global resistance against any threat from around the world.

My suggestion is the name of JD ISC,

References to basic draft rules:

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:5414b30f3a970.pdf.upl/international-security-pact-
organization-justice-is-diamond.pdf

The  second  reference  to  the  basic  design  used  the  gun  in  the  first  Fazy  international  
technological development of the common values  of democratic law in the interest  of justice  
every government around the world:

http://media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:54dca29878aa2.pdf.upl/International%20Security
%20agreement%20under%20ISC%20of%20JD.pdf

At the same time, therefore, to ensure our strength really a sufficient value, so we offer a new  
Option  to  establish  a  common defense.  This  system technology  that  is  described  in  the  basic  
measure.  Technology  that  can  serve  as  shock  cannon  against  any  threat  to  the  whole  world.  
Hammering gun that  can attack at  any position on the entire  planet  or in  space.  Atmospheric  
Kanon which will be established in orbit around the planet Earth. Our goal is to make the gun on  
some plan at the same time the gun which is based on the ability to produce silver sphere as a hub.  
It is possible to use the internal production of titanium charge, charge or tungsten for example  
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sapphire charges. Many other cartridges. Cannon power of a value may in values  over a hand 
grenade in the first phase. The second phase is reached after the hundreds of nuclear bombs ,,  
TSAR ''.

Atmospheric gun is placed in orbit, it is therefore not possible to shoot down today's technology  
types that are publicly available. Therefore, it is vulnerable to attack from any position and without  
compromising our technology.

At the same time, due to today's threats in the direction threat to world peace by the government  
country victimizing their political rights for the occupation of other territories, such as the US and  
Europe  against  the  world,  in  a  quiet  occupation  values  220  million  dead  children,  thefts  and 
damage trillions of euros from a minimum of Each country's government, many other against the  
world.  For  example,  blocking  the  transmission  of  information  for  the  UNGA or  blocking  of  
international tribunals, justice and benefit from international political rights for security, as it was  
in the habit against Yugoslavia, 1999th

Therefore, my offer is to create an international duty to each country's government which start from  
anonymous  cooperation,  each  of  us  must  make  own  weather  cannon  and  through  a  second  
transport him to the orbit.  This means that the ways of achieving our fearlessness and victory.
Therefore, I add ja proposal on the fundamental principle and function of atmospheric gun by my  
suggestions, in the Czech language in the text on ten pages without images.

The proposal is only in the base system which is designed for a new kind of international transport  
between the mainland of the city, between the planets in the solar system or for traveling into the  
next solar system for a duration of transport ten minutes.

Anyway, it's a certainty that my proposal will successively gun I want to promote the value of my  
rights to vlasteni, manufacture, sale and promotion of organized or other movement in the interest  
of the law on patent values and copyrights.

Therefore,  I  fully  issued  permits  for  each  country's  government  from around  the  world.  Each  
government  land  to  add  to  the  possibility  to  use  the  ISC of  JD,  while  ensuring  full  security  
cooperation in a number of world policy and to follow righteousness, justice and security, so I  
issued the license to produce those types of weapons against to ensure a common order. Such types  
of weapons must  be owned and used under the legal  value of  the International  Council.  Each  
Government countries around the world has full access to enjoy the atmospheric gun positions from  
its  own territory as well  as creating other types of weapons and possibilities in a format such  
technology. Against the Ground Based Missile shield, special turbines similarly as aircraft turbine,  
atmospheric current position is centered in the pipe in which the charge. In a similar manner to  
create a large machine gun nests that installs the systems for satellite radar locator, radar on the  
ground, cameras and other probes or measuring motion locator.  Each gun can be on the arm  
flexibly. One bullet can reach speeds of over 900 million miles per hour. This means that no missile  
or warplanes unable to break into the territory of our country.

Similarly, machine gun nests can be created next to the central cannon orbit. This causes the gun  
will always indestructible, you can not shoot him down a missile or other aircraft.  Only threat  
today  is  special  technology  under  the  historical  name  Haunebu,  Foo-Fighter  and  UFO-disk.  
Similar  technologys  today  can  secretly  own  European  government's,  France,  Germany,  Spain,  
Great Britany, Italy, may be Swizz, too U.S.A.. According to my original plan, be first classand step  
of technological constuction be natural ideology and mathematical logic, it is a technology which,  
according to my plans can travel at speeds of one miliard kilometers per hour, with the possibility  
of speeding every second for an additional one miliard kilometers per hour. Therefore in One minit  



is it 60 miliard's kilometer's per One hour. Therefore, at a time when there is united international  
safety advice, then jointly agreed on the use of a common security system designed to ensure our  
safety. Next, my plan for trawel with similar technologys, can used speed of kvintilion's kilometer's  
per one hour, added every second.

At the conclusion, in any case, I want to add that such an offer is not for anyone who has in their  
own interest to support terrorism, abusing their own political values for the operation of a crime or  
a similar direction. My offers and proposals are only for the governments of countries that initiate  
the full cooperation of the international agreements on safety according to my designs.

REFERENCE TO PLAN atmospheric canyon.

FIRST PART:

http://ulozto.cz/xL6HJuX2/img-901132611-0001-1-pdf

SECOND PART:

http://ulozto.cz/xM1abrxC/document-star-travel-part-ii-pdf

FOTO OF MY OWN:

http://ulozto.cz/xU9cVbye/20140901-055548-jpg

Subsequently, it will obtain an agreement on the option for creating other common weapon in our  
safety volume.
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